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The supersession of private property is there
fore the complete emancipation of all the human 
qualities and senses. It is thi~ emancipation 
because these qualities and senses have become 
human, from the SUb~6ctive as well as the obje~
tive point of view.~) 

31 

Fromm keeps intact the core of the l,iarxian theory of 

man and uses it to discredit the completely isolated charac-

ter of the Freudian concept of ~an. At the same time, Frornm 

liberates Ii:arxism from the confinements of class analysis 

and economic determinism, relatinr it to complex aspects of 

hUman life. Fromm's analysis of the sickness of modern man 

leads him to the concept of alienation. And it is to be 

furthar noted that his analysis of alienation is hardly more 

than a reiteration of Marx. 

Convinced that the sense of alienation is most con-

spicuous in our time, Fromm, too, finds the cause of aliena-

"tion in capi t9.1is~, though, contrary to rrarx, he sees some 

defi~itely positive contributions which capitaliEm has made • 

• • • capitalism not only freed man from tradi
tional bonds, but it also contributed tremendously 
to the increasing of positive freedom, to the 
9Towth of an active, critical, responsible self. 
But at the same tirr,e it made the individual more 
alone and isolated and imbued him wit~ a feeling 
of insignifIcance and powerlessness. S 

However, the most significant influence of Narx upon 

Fromm's thought is the thesis that man is a product of his 

56Ibid., p. 1)2. 

57EF, p. 108. 
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society. ~::al1 does not stand in opposition to society, but 

he is what society makes him. Fromm is particularly aware 

of Iiiarx's concern with the objectively given conditions 

which give shape and direction +'0 human character. Fromm 

agrees that these conditions can determine man's conscious 

32 

thought, because his needs and drives are themselves socially 

produced and infinitely flexible. In this context, Fromm 

speaks of i{arx as follows, 

His premise is that before man can engage in any 
kind of cultural activity, he must produce the 
means for his physical subsistence. The ways in 
which he produces and consu~es are determined by 
a number of Objective conditionsl his physiolo
gical constitution. the productive powers which 
he has at his disposal and which, in turn, a~e 
conditioned by the fertility of the soil, natural 
resources, communications and the techniques 
which he develops. Ma~ postulated that the mate
rial conditions of man determine his mode of pro
duction and consumption and that these in turn 
determine his socio-political organization, his 
practice of life, and

8
eventually his mode of 

thought and feeling. 5 

Fromm, however, departs from ~arx on one basic pre

supposition concerning mans he rejects the ~arxian economic ~. 

determinism which maintains that man's sickness is caused 

solely by economic conditions and healed only by correcting 

them. Fromm believes that ~~rx is blind to the unique ele

ments in man's nature. Fromm argues that man's life must be 

understood as the interaction of economic conditions and the I 
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funoamen-tal needs of human nature which transcend the purely 

economic. ?romm writes: 

~arx • • • had not paid sufficient attention to 
the fact that history was not only determined by 
economic conditions, but that c ...... lt-ural fO::-'C 2 3 in --9 
turn also influence the economic basis of 808iety.~ 

Therefore, as ?romm sees it, the fundamenta l error of {,arx 

lies in his mistai-::en notion which is sumrr:ari:ed by Fromm as 

follows: 

• • • the socialization of the means of production 
was not only the necessary, but also the sufficient 
condition for the transformation of :h8 capitalist 
into a socialist cooperative , society.0 

C. Fromm and Zen Buddhism 

Fromm is convinced that the essence of religion is ~ 

the affirmation of humanity. The objective of religion 

then must be identical with the full realization of man's 

innate potentialities to be rational and loving. Fromm 

argues that it is Zen Juddhism that expres s es this same 

humanism most thoroughly and logically.61 

60-- . d 265 .1.01. ., p. • 

61Frommts knowledge of Zen Buddhism is primarily 
based ~pon his association with D. T. Suzuki, who was con
sidered to be the mest creative Zen philosopher of Japan 
till his recent death. Incidentally, Fromm did not have to 
suffer the burden of having to read translations of the 
former's worl\:. Suzuki oath spoke and wrote the ::nglish 
language with ease and skill. His numerous books include 
Essays in Zen i3uddhism (New York: harper (:; F~ow Publishers, 
1949) • 
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According to FrOITU'll, the enlightenment of the self, 

satori, in the thought of Zen Buddhism, is neither an abnor-

mal state of mir.c nor the unconscious etate of trance. 

Rather satori is the goal at which psychoanalysis is aimed; 

it is "the true fulfillment of the state of well-being. t • 62 

'Ihe state of well-being, which is held by both psychoanaly

sis and Zen Buddhism, according to Fromm, is defined as man's 

relationship to the world around him on a higher and truly 

conscious level. 

It is a state in which the person is completely 
turned to the reallty outside and inside of him, 
a state in which he is fully aware of it and 
fully grasps it. He is aware of it--that is, not 
his brains, nor any other part of his orgaYlism, 
but he, the whole man. He is aware of it; not 
as of an object over there which he grasps with 
his t~ought, but it, the flower, the dog, the man, 
in its, or hls, full reality. He who awakes is 
open and responsive to the world, and he can be 
open and responsible because he has given up hold
inF. on to himself as a thing, and thus has become 
empty and ready to receive. To be enlightened 
means "the full gwakening of the total personal
ity to reality." j 

Fromrn fUrther maintains that Zen Buddhism not only 

correctly identifies the nature of true humanity, but also 

is superior to other religions including Judaism and Chris

tianity, because it emphasizes the independent and absolute 

62 ZBP, p. 115. 

63~., pp. 115-116. 
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super-

• • • was not ~urdened with t~e con~eTIt of a tran~cendent 

!ather-s2vior in which the monothe istic reli ,;:·ions expressed 

~'e'~ ~'l...J r~h i ""'M 118 1 "S Tr."n +0 f'i,.-,-'I '"1"1 "'n~"'er +0 +"'e .:-;. .... _\, L\.,..."l._ .. ~ J.' l ... _;,.....1 l'~L<..'&' V __ j..;,1.,..i C.l. .. c,..l,. ....... v l.I vii 

auestion of his exi~tenoe, an answer which is 
~ ca., ...... ..!-·.:"!"1 1" ~-1· D ,1::) ':':10 +1, : ~ .,-"- '-::.""'V'\ -4- +11 -';r.l " _ ..... s....:cJ.~ l,.ll_ ..... _,j v ,j.1,-, saTI,v c. .. ~. VJ ....... Lo L l VC.LJ. LO .~" e tJUl!f.~e\, 

Christian traci tion, 2.nd yet which does not contra-
". + tl t 0 1 • , 1 . " . 1 -01C0 12 ra 10na_1~y, rea lsm, ana 1naependence 
which are modern man's nrecious achievements. 
Farr:.c oxicall y , =:astern reIl '" ious thour:-ll t turns eu t . . ~ 

to oe more cona-enial to :/estern rational thou s::ht 
-- I' r:.-' tha:l does '.'iestern reli &":"ious ,. thouFht i tealf. ,) ... 

"- . I '-

~he merit of Zen 3uddhisrn' then lies in it~ uncondi-

tional affirmation that man is essentially fOOC. 'ihen man 

is left alone without being disturbed by outside forces, man 

':;ill eventually 'o ecome rational. Fromm wri tefO: 

The attitude of the Zen ffinster to hi2 stude~t ~s 
bewilderin~ to t~:2 modern ~ estern reader who is 
C!'>Urc)l+ lOT) :':'11e ':)14- o 1",...,a .... ;"e ''''e+\''08''' "'"1 ir1"" -~ ~ol1~l c.... ~:: .. J. .... v _ LJ. ,--...I... v .. ~.... ....... L, _ V.,; :.., v 't...... ~ 1. C-:-.:. _ ~_ .. c ... v _ .. __ .. _ 

authority which limits fre ed om and exploits its 
object, and a lassez-faire absence of any Ruthor-
i ty. 7 en represents ano-~her forr .. of au thcri ty, 
that of "rational at;.thority." -=he mast":r does not 
call the student; he ...... ants not!1in-:- from him ••• J 
the stllcent comes of his own free -~d 11. • • • =u t 
inasmuch as he wants to learn from the master, the 
fact has to be recognized that • • • th8 master 

641l"H P 80 1.', • • 

/5 o ~ n Z Bt', p. 00. 
theory of projection 
publicly_ 

Fromm is heavily indebted to Feuerbach's 
although Frorr~ does not acknowledge it 
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xncms ';!ha t the student wants to know. • •• 'llhe Zen 
master is characterized at the same time by the com
plete lack of irrational authority and by the equally 
strong affirmation of that undermining

6%uthority, the 
source of wl'. ich is genuine experier.ce. 

In other words, the Zen master tl:~"\d the analyst in psycho-

analysis p lay t he identical role of helpiEg the individual 

36 

come tc t eIT.s .,'ii th himself. Or to put it in psychoanalytical 

language, both the master and the analyst help man experi-

ence in hilr.SGlf "that which was unconscious" and "reinte

grate it into his consciousness ... 67 tlhat is accomplished 

through all this is nothing other than "the experiential 
i 

realization of humanism ... 68 Fromm summarized the points of 

agreement by saying thisl 

Psychoanalysis ••• 0 can help Zen avoid the danger 
of a false enlightenment. • • • Zen thought will 
deepen and widen the horizon of the psychoanalyst 
and :1elp him arrive at a radical concept of the 
grasp.of reality Whig§ is the ultimate aim of full, 
cons c lOU ::J <J:Nareness. 

~i l thouGh ;?ro:nm's use of Zen 3uddhism as one important 

source of his thought is discerning and penetrating, his 

treatment of it suffers from ~vo factors. (1) his sweeping 

generalization of Zen Buddhism at the expense of some 

significant differences among different schools of Zen and 

(2) his blindness to the basic incompatibility be~/een the 

presupposition of Zen 3uddhism and that of his thought. 

66~ •• pp. 120-121. 

68rbide, p. 107. 

67~., p. 124. 

69Ibid., p. 140. 

...,.' 
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Cur first point is obvious when we read differen~ 

aceourts of -the way ef attaining satori. Ir.. some scnools of 

Zen. the caster is authoritative and eVen ;;:-(.;sorts to the use 

of physic2.l vio18nce in "traL."ling his pupils. :G e ~, artino 

re lE. tes }:o~:':' 2. :i~JU11g Z ell s-tudent. i1lade despc r a t~e aliu fearful 

by his 8(";2.1:'011 fer the attainment of sato:.. .... i. (,:ay have to be 

"spurred. ins;irec, goaded or even driven" by "th e lnaster. 

~He h2.E sometines to be bea-ten, pulled, dr~g~ed, or, as once 

was actually wi tr;,essed, forcibly carried by four other lilOn."i{S 

out of the ::;edi tatic~1 hall and into the inter7iew ... 70 At 

the end of the interview the master gives him thirty blows 

wi th a bamboo sticl{. 71 ':::his and rr.any other similar accounts 

make us question the 2~C~~~Cy of Fromrr-' s aquatior;. of the Zen 

~aster and the psycho~ialyst. 

=·ut, ~-;;ore importantly, we must point out that the 

measure to ~~lich the basic presupposition ot Zen Juddhism is 

compatible to the entire fra.rr.ework of ?rorr.m·s thought is an 

open qUGs~ion. At least, it does not justify Fromm's easy 

generaliz~tion. The concept of satori is a mystical experi- I 

enc3 which is attained through deep meditation. It is not 

concerned with man's intellectual understanding of man and 

the world about him. F~E'.Ther, it is rean's radically new 

71Ibid. -
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understanding of himself achieved momentarily by his own 

intuition. D. T. Suzuki describes satori as followsl 

••• when a certain moment is reached, a hitherto 
closed screen lifted, an entirely new vista opens 
up, and the tone of one's whole life thereafter 
changes. This mental clicking or opening is called 
satori by the Zen masters and is insl~ted upon as 
the main object of their discipline.' ,-

38 

In short, Zen Buddhism is concerned with man's self

enlightenment) it has to do with man's self-understanding 

achieved by his own inherent and intuitive powers. "To see 

directly into one's original Nature, this is Zen,··?3 says 

Suzuki. Thus, 
! 

the essence of Zen Buddhism is best expressed 

by 

as 

Nichiren, a great Zen master in the sevent~enth century, 

follows. 

"A special transmission outside the Scriptures; 
No dependence upon words and letters; 
Direct pointing to the soul of manJ 
Seeing into one's nature and the attainment?~f 

Buddhahood." 

The conclusion which we must draw from all this is 

that satori is almost a totally individualistic and private 

experience. This observation is supported by Suzuki him

self, who writes that "perhaps the most remarkable aspect 

of the Zen experience is that it has no personal note in it 

(New 
72n• T. Suzuki, Zen Buddhism, ed. William Barrett 

York, Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1956), pp. 90-91. 

73~., p. 88. 

74Quoted by Suzuki. Ibid., p. 9. 
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as is observable in Christian mystic experiences .1.75 In 

other words, Zen 3uddhism is not at all concerned with the 

possibilities of social change as Fromm certainly is. 

Rather, it is basically a turning away from society in the 

search for indivi'V'idual salvation. }romm, therefore, must 

39 

explain further how it is possible for him to incorporate 

into his thi~~ing a philosophy )the presupposition of which is 

radically dif~erent ~rom his own. 

D. The influence of Judaism 

Having been brought up in a devout Jewish family, 

Fromm naturally has been greatly interested in the writings 

of the Old. Testament. In recalling the days of his youth, 

he says that "the writings of the Old Testament touched me 

and exhilarated me more than anything else I was exposed 

to ... 76 Let us, therefore, examine how Judaism is involved 

in the fo~~tion of his thought. 

Throughout this section, it is well for us to keep in 

mind that Fromm is deeply indebted to the Hasidic tradition. 

Thus, the Old Testament is regarded as a compilation of 

numerous accourlts of human evolution ftom immaturity to 

maturity. In i~ he sees nothing but the process of man's 

liberation from his con~inement to nature to his independ-

ence from nature. 

75llisl., p. 106. 
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The Old Testament is a revolutionary book; its 
theme is the liberation of man from the incestu
ous ties to blood and soil, from the sub~ission 
to idols, from the indiyidual, for the nation, 
and for all of mankind. r ? 

40 

It is from this standpoint that Fromm not only interprets 

everything in the CId 'l'estament, but also maintains that his 

interpretation is identical with what the Biblical writers 

really wanted to say. And it is especially here that he 

finds the Cld 'l'estament extremely compatible with F'euerbach' s 

projection theory which he wholeheartedly accepts as valid. 

This point can be shown best if we focus our attention on 
I 

Fromm's discussion of the Jewish concept of man and society. 

In discussing the progressive development of the 

Jewish concept of man, Fromm reiterates the Hasidic and 

Feuerbachian thesis that God is really man. 'Ihe supreme 

value is conceptualized as analogous to the supreme power in 

society. 

I believe that the concept of God was a histori
cally conditioned expression of an inner experi-
ence. • • • 

"God" is one of many different poetic expres
sions of the highest value in humanism_ not a 
reality in itself.78 

Expressed in more concrete terms, God is at first formed 

according to the political and social concepts of a tribal 

77Erich Fromm, You Shall be as Gods (New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, 1966), p. 7. Hereafter YSG. 

78Ibid., p. 18, 19. 
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chief and king_ God is visualized as an absolute ruler, a 

t~rrant in the first stage of this evolution, because "he has 

made nature and man, and if he is not pleased with them, he 

can destroy what he has created.,,'?9 II'he image is then devel-

oped of a constitutional monarch. In this ctage, God is no 

longer regarded as absolute but begins to share some of the 

important human characteristics. This new development in 

the concept of God is seen in the Jewish idea of the covenant. 

God and man are both bound to the conditions of the covenant. 

God is no longer an arbitrary deity. As seen in Abraham's 

dialogue with God, man is now able to challenge God in the 

name of God' s own promises. 80 1'his thesis, according to 

Fromm, is one of the major emphases of Hasidism. 81 Fromm 

maintains that this is best symbolized by the rainbow in the 

story of Noah. 

The idea of the covenant between God and man may 
have an archaic origin, going back to a time when 
God was only an idealized man, perhaps not too 
different from the Olympian gods of the Greeks--a 

"'(e • " l!21.<!., pit 22. 

• 80 H 'Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?' 
T'hl.s sentence marks the fundamental change in the concept of 
God as the result of the covenant. In courteous language, 
yet with the daring of a hero. Abraham challenges God to 
comply with the principle of justice. His is not the attitude 
of a meek supplicant but that of the proud man who has a 
right to demand that God uphold the principle of justice" 
(1J21Q.., p. 28). 

81~., pp. 79-81. 
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God who resembles man in his virtues and in his 
vices and who can be challenged by men. 82 

42 

What is the content of the covenant? For Fromm it is 

"the absolute respect of all life, the life of man and of all 

other living creatures."83 This is again most clearly 

expressed in God's promise to Noah: "r establish my covenant 

with you, that never again shall all flesh be cut off by the 

waters of a flood, and never again shall there be a flood to 

destroy the earth (Genesis 9111). The right of all living 

creatures to live is established as the first law which even 

God cannot change. Thus, in the; Jewish concept of the cove

nant, the most important step toward the identification of 

the divine and the human takes place. Fromm concludes. 

The idea of the covenant constitutes. indeed, 
one of the most decisive steps in the religious 
development of Judaism, a step which prepares 
the way to the concept of the cpmplete freedom 
of man, even freedom from God. 54 

The final phase in the evolution of the concept of God is 

reached in God's revelation to Moses as "a nameless GOd.·· 85 

God's revelation of himself to Moses as '-r am who I am" is 

interpreted to mean the rejection of any kind of theological 

speculation concerning a transcendent deity. God must not 

be presented in a name or an image. 

82Ibid., p. 25. 

84Ibid. 

83Ibid. 

85Ibid., p. 29. 
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This prohibition of any kind of representation 
of God is clearly expressed in the Ten Command
ments, which forbid !nan to bow dovm before any 
"graven image, nor any likeness of anything that 
is in heaven above, or that is in the earth 
beneath, or that is in the water under t:le ea.rth" 
(Exodus 20,4). This command is one of the mg~t 
fundamental principles of Jewish ·· -;;heology." 0 

The reason for this rejection of any kind of i~~gery 

in speaking of God is found in Fromm's identification of the 

divine with the human. Here again Hasidic influence is evi-

dent. God is humanity; therefore, neither a name nor an 

image is adequate to express this idea. Fromm quotes a sen-

tence from I. Berger's Esser Tzachtzochoth on Hasidism. 

Each Jew has within himself an element of the 
messiah which he is required to purify and mature. 
r!;essiah will come when Israel has brought him to 
the per~~ction of growth and purity within them
selves. ~ '( 

Consequently, in ?romm's thought, i'11oses' encounter with God 

is taken to m.ean man's realization that God is really man 

himself. tiloses' experience symbolizes "man, trying to be 

like God, • • • approxirnating himself to God ... 88 

Fromm goes on to delineate his understanding of the 

Jewish concept of idolatry. Idolatry, as he understands it, 

i8 not man's dishonoring a transcendent God; rather, it is 

man's trust in anything other than the common humanity of 

86Ibl d ., p. 31. 

88112.!.£.., p. 44. 

87Ibid., p. 151. 
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man. In short. idolatry means man's failure to affirm his 

humanity as the most noble and highest value for his life. 

·'The idol," says Fromm, "is the alienated form of man's 

experience of himself •• ,89 He neatly summarizes his discus

sion as follows: 

The CId Testament is the document depicting 
the evolution of a small, primitive nation, whose 
spiritual leaders insisted on the existence of 
one God and on the nonexistence of idols, to a 
religion with faith in a nameless God, in the 
final unification of all meU6 in the complete 
freedom of each individual.~ 

It is easy to criticize Fromm's one-sided interpreta-
I 

tion of the relationship between God and man in the Old 

Testament. He completely ignores the historical and criti

cal views of the Old Testament. t~at is unmistakable is 

~ that the historical and critical understanding of the Old 

Testament definitely presupposes the existence of God who is 

radically different from man. Its affirmation of reality 

which transcends the world of man is the source of meaning 

in the midst of ambiguities for the Biblical writers. 

According to critical-historical understanding, this point 

is particularly underscored whenever the prophets describe 

God as holy. Hosea, for example, constantly focuses our 

attention to the word of God, "I am God and not man, the 

89~., p. 42. 

90~., p. 9. 
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f . 
< .. 

Holyer-e in ~TOur midst ... Since this is so, God's thoughts 

and ways surpass human understanding. 

Por my thoughts are not your 
thoughts, 

r~ ei ther are your ways my ways, 
says the Lord. 

For as the heavens are higher 
than the earth, 

20 are my ways higher than 
your ways 

And my thou&~ts than your 
thoughts. (Isaiah 55, 8-9) 

This point is convincingly argued by scholars who are 

engaged in the historical-critical examination of the Old 
I 

Testament. For example, G. E. Wright ll".akes it clear that 

the focus of' attention of the Old Testament is "the objec-

tivity of God·s historical acts" and never "the SUbjectivity 

of inner, emotional, diffuse, and mystical experiencee.,91 

Wright is supported by Von Rad, 'Nho holds that i.t is the 

objectivity of God's historical acts that explains the 

li teral device of the Old 'l'estament a "... retelling 

remains the most legitimate form of theological discourse in 

the Old Testament.,,92 The Hebraic affirmation of the exis-

tencs Qf a transcendent God is most concisely stated by 

John 3right as follows: 

91G. E. Wright, God Who Acts (London: SCM Press, 
1960), p. 55. 

92Gerhard Von Rad, Old Testament TheOlo~y, trans. 
D. M. G. Stalker (Hew York I Harper & :~ow, 19 7), I, 121. 
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The C;od of Israel stands before us as one God-
invisible, Creator of all things, Ruler of nature 
and llistory--absolutely unique in the ancient world. 
aut that is not all. Israel did not believe merely 
that such a God existed; she was convinced that 
this God had, in a historical act, chosen her, 
entered into covenant with her, and made her his 
people.93 

46 

I'herGfo~e, it is true that anthropomor.9hism is indige-

nous to Jihlj.:~al faith which views God in t er:;,s of historical 

actions and relationships rather than in terms of natural 

:pon eI' o:c impersonal being. But its anthropo'morphism is 

always qualified by God' s transcendence. Coc1 is like a 

father. Yet there are irnportant i respects 2.n vfhicD. He is not 

~ like a father. God is like a king. Yet there a.re important 
"", 5'2. 

~: respects in vvhich he is not like a l~ing. r ... ;le analogy always 
;:=~ 

... 

...,.. .. . 

breaks down in relation to God. Fromm cannot convince us 

that what the Old Testament is re,,"tlly sayinf~ about God is 

its own account of man's progress from immaturity to maturity, 

/ or he relies solely upon the nasidic tradition for his 

interpretation without effectively rebutting the historical

critical understanding of the Cld Testament • 

As far as the concept of man in the Old Testament 

is concerned, this much is also clear. according to the 

93John Bright. The Kingdom of God (Nashville. 
Abingdon Press, 1953), pp. 26-27. 
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I 

I 
I 

4'1 

hi3toric?.1-cri tica1 understm:.ding: of the (le l'c~ t,3.r:1 ent, man 

only as Cod' s f ift. In shor~, God and L~n are no ~ identi-

cal in ';he histDri~al-crit i~ ~l ?c>.olars 

of the 

s-tatemel'lt :: ll:' "t~le CId 2estament as the £'0110-;11:-.,::: 0 1"8. 

21'1 I 100:c at thy l1eaVe~1S, tI10 
'.'fOr}: of thy fin[~Grs, 

th2 moon and the stars whicl .... 
tl10U hast es taolis11ec; 

', ·::· 11 2~ t is ~1a11 t11at thou art !7:.ilro:.(~~l: : 
of ;1iR, 

of man. that thou 
for him? 

.::'.. r~d the son 
dost care 

Yet -thou hast 
-than God, 

and dost crown 

made him little less 

him with glory 
( . c::; ~ 1-·' ('. ') ~: r ,-, c...", .:. ~ J ~.' eJ-_il and llonor. 

In rohcrt, the Old 'l'estament wri ters \ I(~ r8 convinced 

the whole e::i8 t cnce of man de;?er.c.f.:: upon Coc.. 

"1'"\rl· · ·'a~y ,·~~ " ...;· l , c,·'ole d~+"rn of ;:,.· J...·'o.ll·cal ........ :neo1:-: ;· .. -... ··.',·· .nc.;. J.o. 1:' I . ,·.L , _L·l: t;'...:. _, _ . _ cl. vIA," _ _. :"' _ .-',.ccord-

L'l the 

idea of the ':': ov~nant oetween God and . i . ;-~. ?:owley 

supports ~:, ichr()6 tt s thesis ':Jy saying thQt ccc' s Covenant 

95~ic;lrodt has reconstructed the entire CId 'I'estall1ent 
theology around the Covenant (Theolop:ie des A.l ten Testaments, 
Berlin: :;:';vcu1.geliscne Verla.l1genstal t, 1948). 
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with Israel "depends on the divine election of Israel, and 

the initiative is therefore with God."96 

:-:'imilnrly, it is incorrect to state dO{,TI1atically 

that the prophetic writers interpret idolatry to be the 

failure to affirm human! ty as the hir:hest value in the 

universe. Cutside the liasidic tradition, the prophetic 

48 

writers l?re interpreted to have made it explicit that idola

try means the worship of gods other than the one living and 

true Goe an0 that false gods include man's undue estimation 

of himself. 'Thus. Berl"'.llard Anderson argues that, for the 

Old Testament prophets, sin is mb·s "unfaithfulness with 

no sense of gratitude for Yahweh's past deeds of benevo

lence and His continuing providenceio,,97 In short, sin is 

man' s "brea}~ in~~' of the covenant t
•
98 or his "revolt against 

God.,,99 Abraham Heschel convincingly argues that the 

AU€llstinian-l':i.ebuhrian understanding of human sin as man's 

unduly high re8'ard of himself is the correct interpretation 

96H. H. Rowley, The Unity of the Bible (Cleveland. 
The World Publishing Company, 1957), pp. 69-70. 

97Bernhard w. Anderson. Understandina the Old 
Testament (Englewood Cliffs. Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957), 
p • .30.3. 

98Rowley, ~. ci t., p. 70. 

99George Arthur Buttrick (ed.), The Interpreter's 
Dictionary of the Bible (Nashville. Abingdon Press, 1962), 
IV, 361. 
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It is si:-:.1:;1;,! irr,possil)le to identii'~r the rel2.ticnship between 

tion based UDon his overly zealous appropriation of }~sidism 

and Feuerbac~'s projection theory. 

~::-'ro~r; the a'Jove ari2.1ysis, it is ~)os:::i')L3 to concl:"ldc 

l" 4- ~,~ 
l" ...L. >..: only through the eye :~euerhach' s 

projection theory that £'romm finds in the (ld':'~estament an 

evolutic.n of the concept of God from a tri~)al chief to the 

full rG2.1isc. tion of true humanity. Through (. hi~::hly ar··c3.:::"i-

cial and selective exegesis" Frornm uses the CId 'i.;estament 

z:.s an effective ir:.stnunent to establish the lo:;ic of his 

-:110 importance of social jur:tice in our 80ci-r ,'!' ~ -;- .~, 

-' i ";" IJJ.J. 

interpretec; a8 the awal·::.enine; of hurr!an consciousness toward 

social justice. .. 'rhis liberation is primaril:-I net Cc 11< .. ". tional 

100Abraham I. Heschel, "A Hebrew Evaluation of Reinhold 
IJiebuhr!" ?eiTh'1old Niebuhr: His Religious, Social, and 
:-::oli tical ?houg!1t, Cha~les . .'{. ~~egley and r~obert ';i. Bretall, 
editors U"ew York: The l!iacmillan Company, 1961), pp. 392-410. 

101Cn a Jewish scholar's opnosition to Fromm's inter
pretation of the Cld Testament, see Jacob J. Petuchowski, 
"Erich Frommt s ;'lidrash on Love," Commentary., X:ZII, 1\0. 6 
(December, 1956), 548-549. 
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50 

but a social revolutionc.,102 It is a transition from 

slavery to freedom. 

This original awrucening toward social justice is 

finally culminated in the concept of peace in the prophetic 

writings. Peace is not man's correct relationship with a 

transcendent God; rather, it is man's harmonious relation-

ships with nature and fellow men. Isaiah's glorious visions 

of the wolf dwelling with the lamb, and the sucking child 

playing over the hole of the asp, and the Egyptians worship

ing together with the Assyrians, tor example, all point 
i 

to this concept of universal peace. 

'l'hus the idea of peace, in the prophetic view', 
cannot be separated from the idea of the re~li
zation of man's humanity. Peace is more than not
warJ it is harmony and union bet'neen men, it is 
the over-coming of separateness and alienation. • •• 

The prophetic concept of peace transcends the 
realm of human relations; the new harmony is also 
one between man and nature. Peace between man 
and nature is parmony between man and nature. 
rnan is not threatened by nature and stops striving 
to dominate it; he becomes natural, and nature 
becomes human. He and nature cease to be oppo
nents and become one. Man is at home in the natu
ral world, and nature becomes a part of the hEm-an 
world, this is peace in the prophetic sense.1 j 

How do the prophets go about establishing peace and 

harmony among men? They challenge the power and force of 

102ySG, p. 90. 

10J~., p. 126. 

" ' .. 
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society that seek to maintain the status quo. l'hey do 

this, because for them salvation is primarily social, not 

individual. 

'l'hey do not think in terms of individual salva
tion onl~r, but believe that individual 881vati0n 
is bound u.p vii th the salvation of soci~i:;y. ,i'llcir 
concern is the establishment of ~ society governed 
by love, justice, and truth; they insist that poli
tics must be judged by moral values, and that the 
function of Polfrtical life is the realization of 
these values.1 0 I 

Here we see the root of Fromm's passion for social justice. 

From the Old Testament prophets, he has learnec the ability 

to see the moral reality underlying social and political 
I 

reality. Consequently, he sees the possibilities of change 

and the direction men must take. 

Having e:mrnined the meaning of the prophetic writings 

from the point of view of a radical h~manist, fromm has 

discovered another important facet of the prophetic thought. 

i hat is the assertion that the Kingdom of God, in order 

to be meaningful to man at all, must be established on earth, 

and only on earth. Salvation is this-worldly and historical, 

not other-worldly and trans-historical. Viha t the prophets 

longed for was not the coming of a supernatural God, but 

the establishment of the house of David on earth. "The 

Jewish development," says Fromrn, "emphasizes the horizontal 

104Ibid., pp. 117-118. 
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••• axis ... tO; Therefore, our affirmation of humanity, 

too, must always be experienced in the political and social 

dimensions of our life. Though Frorr~ finds in the CId 

Testament everything he needs to sUbstantiate his atheistic 

humanism, the prophetic concept of social justice has left 

an unforgettable impact upon his thought. He is convinced 

that the restoration of humanity must be related to the 

transformation of society. It is this passion for social 

justice rooted in the prophetic writings that has made his 

thought concrete and challenging. His fervent plea for the 

humaniza tion of our technologicali soc iety, as we shall see 

later, reflects the prophetic concept of the Kingdom of God 

on earth. 

.... ..... Fromm and other contemporary psychoanalysts 

In addition to the social, religious, and philoso

phical ideas which have been analyzed thus far, Fromrn is 

deeply indebted to such scholars who have been extremely 

influential in the field of psychoanalysis in the past 

several decades as Alfred Adler, Karen Homey, and 

Sullivan. Therefore, it is important for us to be aware of 

certain basic similarities and differences between them and 

Fromm. 

105Ibid •• p. 134. 
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1. Fromm and Adler 

The basic similarity between Fromm and Adler may be 

summarized by saying that they always regard man as a social 

being, not as an independent and isolated existence. Adler's 

emphasis on the social character of man can be illustrated 

as follows~ first, he insists that man must develop social 

interest in order for him to be a mature human being. Social 

interest means empathy: "To see with the eyes of another, 

to hear with the ears of another, to feel with the heart of 

another.,,106 Adler further maintains that social interest 

can be developed 0nly in accordance with human reason. ~ea-

son is defined in the context of man·s relationship with 

others. 

By reason we understand, with Kant, a process 
which has general validity. Hence, by reasonable 
we understand common sense. We may define common 
sense as all those forms of expression and as the 
content of all behavior which we find beneficial 
to the community. Thir- represents the kind of action 
and conduct which we designate as reasonable. 107 

Without such common sense, man will not be able to regard 

his life as significant and uniquely worthwhile in relation 

to others. Adler also holds that social interest is an 

innate potentiality of man. To say this is to say that it 

106Alfred Adler, 'The Individual Ps cholo~ of Alfred 
Adler, ed. Heinz Ansbacker and Rowena ~. Ansbacher New 
York: Basic Books, Inc., 1956), p. 135. 

107Ibid., p. 149. 
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"has to be consciously developed. n108 Since in favorable 

circumstances the human infant naturally develops this 

ability, Adler thinks that whether or not the infant will 

develop social interest depends, to a large extent, upon 

the general attitude of the parents. The child must feel 

that he is genuinely loved by his parents. Adler particu

larly emphasizes the importance of the first five years 

of the child's life within the family.1 09 

54 

Thus far, we have attempted to substantiate the point 

tha t both Fromm and Adler wholeh!eartedly agree with each 
i 

other on the thesis that man is a social, not an isolated, 

being. If there are certain basic similarities between them, 

~~- however, it also must be noted that there are certain differ-

ences between them that should not be overlooked. Cne is 

that Fromm is less critical of the Freudian libido theory 

than is Adler. As we shall see later, Fromm frankly acknowl

edges bodily needs as universal and gives explicit importance 

to individual differences in temperament. Adler, on the 

other hand, focuses his attention largely on the infant's 

relationship to the parents and never deals with his tempera

ment and natural endowment. 

108Ibid., p. 134. 

109Ruth ~unroe, Schools of FSYChOanalrtic Thought 
(New York, Holt, Rinehart and winston, 1955 , p. 376. 

-I 
; 
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_" ~ a 

~econd, while ~romm identifies the infant's initial 

anxiety as his awareness of separation from the parents, 

!\dler maintains that by the very nature of the status of 

infancy, the infant starts cut with a l10rrral sense of help-

lessness and hostility. In short, every infant has inferior-

ity feelin.s::. 

If we conSl.oer that every child is actually 
inferior in the face of life and could not exist 
at all without a considerable measure of social 
interest on the part of those close to him, if 
we focus on the smallness and helplessness of the 
child which continues so long and which brings 
about the impression that (:le, are hardly equal to 
life, then we must assume th~t at the beginning 
of every psychological life there is a more or 
less deep inferiority feeling. 11U 

The strivings of the infant are seen as compensatory striv-

ing for superiority over the people and forces which origi-

nally had mastery over him. Thus, inferiority feelings are 

not in themselves abnormal. R.ather, theJ are -,-h'3 cau.se of 

all improvements in the position of ma..Y1kind. 11 1nd eed," 

writes Adler, "it see~s that all our human culture is based 

upon feelings of inferiority ... l11 Fromm does not agree with 

Adler's use of inferiority feelings. In his estimation, 

Adler puts too much emphasis upon their ~ational side and 

ignores their irrational and destructive tendencies. 

11 0Ad1er, ~. cit., p. 115. 

l11Jbicl., p. 117. 
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Inferiority feelings are not a blessing for the infant, 

because they always lead him to belittle himself or to rule 

over others, in short, masochistic and sadistic tendencies. 

Perhaps the most glaring difference between Fromm and 

Adler is found in the concept of the goal of man. According 

to Adler, ~an wishes to overcome difficulties and strives 

for perfection in order to experience "begins in earliest 

childhood and continues to the end of our lives • .,112 Fromm, 

on the other hand, would say that when man's goal is defined 

as security, 'it is unavoidable to identify the goal with 
I 

adjustment to the status quo of society. But the values of 

our present society can not be the norm for man's true poten

tiality. For this reason Fromm avoids such words as security 

and adjustment and, instead, defines man's goal as his reun

ion with nature, others, and himself on a higher level. 

This explains why Fromm is committed to the transformation 

of society, whereas Adler makes no effort to classify social 

and cultural impacts as he does with the early parental 

influences. 

2. Fromm and Homey 

Fromm reminds us of Homey's basic position that 

psychoanalysis must take into consideration the importance 

of man's interpersonal relationships. Homey states clearly, 

112Ibid., p. 104. 

.. ; 
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"Y!iY conviction, eJ-.?ressed in a nutshell, is that psychoa

nalysis should outgrow the limitations set by its being an 

instinctivistic and a genetic psychology.113 Like Frornm, 

Horney finds it extremely important to realize that many 

neurotic conflicts are determined by cuI tu r:?I conditions. 

57 

It is natural, therefore, for her to conclude that the spe-

cific conditions of the family are likely to produce certain 

kinds of character development. 1'he child can accept chal-

lenges if he feels essentially loved, accepted, and appreci-

ated by his parentsl It ••• the basic evil is invariably 

a lack of genuine warmth and affection from the parents ... 11L~ 

Both Fromm and Horney are in complete agreement on the thesis 

that the whole personality of man is molded and shaped by 

the way people relate to e::lch other. liorney' s thinking is 

so close to that of Pro mm concerning this matter that she 

would accept with no reservation the folloVlinr statement of 

Fromm: 

••• O)uman personalit~ is determined by the 80cio
econom1.c and political stru.cture of society to such 
an extent that, in principle, one can infer from 
the analy~is of one individual the totality of the 
social struct~re in which he lives.115 

113Karen Horney, New Ways in Psychoanalysis (New 
York I \IT. ~'l. Norton & Company, Inc., 1939), p. 8, 

114Karen Homey, The Neurotic Personality of Our Time 
(New York. ;11. ~i. Norton & Company, Inc" 1937), p. 80. 

115r'iTrl, p. 79· 
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Then, too, Homey shares Frommts dynamic view of man. 

She believes that man has both the capacity and the desire 

to develop his potentialities and become a rational and 

mature human being. Furthermore, this humanizing process is 

a constant one in that man goes on changing as long as he 

lives. 

• • • we believe that inherent in man are evolu
tionary constructive forces, which urge him to 
realize his given potentialities. This belief 
does not mean that man is essentially good-- • • • 
It means that man, by his very nature and of his 
own accord, strives toward self-realization, and 
that his set of values evol~es from such 
striving. 116 I 

Like Fromm, Horney is concerned with man's moral 

problems. She is convinced that the medical scientific side 

of psychoanalysis must be combined with the realization 

that "psychic ailments • • • d.o involve moral problems. ,,117 

'1'0 deal with such problems is extremely important, simply 

because it is these proble2''l s that a neurotic person is most 

anxious to hide. Psychoanalysis enablee the patient to see 

distinctively the character of his moral problems. Moral 

problems must eventually be solved by the patient's own deci

sion, and it is psychoanalysis that encourages this process. 

There is no doubt in Horney·s mind that the patient can solve 

his moral problems, becs,use man is by nature not destructive_ 

York. 
116Karen Homey, Neurosis and Human Growth (New 
W. ':l. Norton & Company, Inc., 1950), p. 15. 

117Horney, New i'JayS, 212.- cit., p. 300. 
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r.:an· s dest!"'J.ctive or hostile u isposi tion is no"t his nature, 

but it is to be regarded as a defensive mechanism, the oxtent 

of which is absolutely in proportion to the degree in which 

he feels hurt and endangered. tt8 

Thlt there are certain basic differe~ces that exist 

b -oh ~ d " ! . 'h' 1 l ' -'-l - • e lo'Neen .i.'ro!ntl an , l.orr.ey. it . ~ e ""orney sees ",18 oas~c 

psychological problem as a need for security, F::'Q:nm fi~ds 

it in man's escape from freedom. According to Horney, the 

infant dOeS not necessarily feel helpless in 2. hostile 

world. His helplessness is to be seen as the primary con-

dition for neurotic development when actual difficulties 

in his surroundings mruce the outside world seem frustrating 

and hostile at a time when he is largely at the mercy of 

his environmEn:t. In short, 5.n Homey' s esti~nation, man is 

normally ::: ecure unless the conditions of his life have f08-

tered neurotic trends. I'romm, on the other hand, maintains 

that human lifG is anxious to begin with. To be human means 

to be free from the form of instinctual existence and to be 

free to create one's I,)~m destiny. Man is not of nature, 

although he certainly is in it. This gives him feelings of 

estrangement and aliena.tion. The quality of man t s life 

depends on whether or not he is successful in constantly 

118~., p. 128. 
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overcoming alienation productively--by uniting himself with 

nature, others, and himself on a higher level. 

This difference may be clarified further by looking 

at their different concepts of the goal of man. Even more 

emphatically than Adler, Homey insists that man strives to 

"have some feeling of safety.u119 Therefore, feelings of 

fear and anxiety must be overcome at all costs. The normal 

person is free from them. Homey makes this point clear in 

her d.iscussion of the aim of psychotherapy. 

The aim of therapy is • • • ~ot to help the patient 
to gain mastery over his instincts but to lessen 
his anxiety to such an extentothat he can dispense 
with his "neurotic trends."12 

Fromm, however, does not agree. He maintains that man strives 

toward reunion, not security. In fact, he must sacrifice 

security for the sake of reunion. His analysis of the basic 

problem and opportunity of mankind suggests that a measure 

of uneasiness is universal. Having acquired "freedom from,'" 

man ceaselessly seeks to attain "freedom to." Anxiety is 

unavoidable in this process. Thus, according to Fromm, 

anxiety can be used constructively as the basis from which 

man grows productively. In short, for Fromm, man's basic 

terror springs from the failure to attain reunion, the result 

119Ibid., p. 78. 

120Ibid., p. 11. 
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of ',vhich is the feeling of alienation and hu: ignif'icance. 

whereas for Homey fear is motivated by the threat to man's 

sense of security. 

3. Frornm and Sulli van 

fromm is in:'r:1ensely influenced by Sullivan's thesis 

that \'le must not accept any kind of individualistic notions 

of man as valid. It '.vas ~ullivan who originally defined 

psychology as ttthe psychology of interpersonal relationships." 

The basic problem of psychology is that of clarifying and 

exploring the particular kind of, the individual's relation

ships toward the world about him. not that of examining 

expression and suppression of single instinctual desires. 

The satisfaction and frustration of man's instinctual desires, 

according to Sullivan, are only part of the tctal complex 

relationships of the individual toward the world. Fromm 

h: in complete agreement with the following statement of 

~ullivanJ 

Let me repeat that psychiatry as a science cannot 
be concerned with anything which is immutably pri
vate; it must be concerned only with the human 
living which is in, or can be converted into, the 
public mode. 121 

The central importance of interpersonal r.elationships 

in the thought of ~ullivan is illustrated in his concept of 

121H. S. Sullivan, The Interperson~l Theory of Psychia
try (New Yorkr \,i. W. I'iorton & Company, Inc., 1953), p. 20. 
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love. In defining love as "a real sensitivity to what mat

ters to another person, •• 122 Sullivan maintains that Vii thout 

this ability, human life would be hopelessly chaotic. He 

further states that the era of preadolescence is character

ized by the appearance of impulses in interpersonal rela

tions which make for a new type of satisfaction in place of 

the other person, a "chum ... 12J Love then enables the indi

vidual to value the satisfaction of the loved one as much 

as that of the lover. In short, love is the manifestation 

of the need for interpersonal intimacy.124 
I 

It is clear thatman's psychological health depends 

upon whether or not he can successfully relate himself to 

others and allow others to relate themselves to him. His 

failure to do so creates in him intense anxiety to sllch an 

extent that he may become unable to "make any sense of, to 

develop any true grasp on, the particular circurestances 

which dictated the experience of this intense anxiety • .,125 

But man cannot live in a meaningless world. He attempts to 

overcome the sense of meaninglessness either by renouncing 

his individual integrity or by destroying others so that 

the world ceases to be threatening. Here again it is to 

122 Ibid. -' 
124n,.;~ 
~., 

p. 245. 

p. 246. 

123Ibid. 

125~., p. 314. 
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be noted that these mechanisms of escape are int~lligible 

only if we consider man in an interpersonal context. 

Although Fro~m agrees vd th Sullivan on his concept 

of man as a social being as well as on his discussion of 

the mechanisms of escape, he has some serious reservations 

with certain points that are basic to Sullivan's social 

psychology. For example, Sullivan holds that the self has 

no autonomous entity of its own, since it is nothing but the 

many roles man plays in relations to others. 1'he self is 

constantly changing due to its function of eliciting appro-
! 

val and avoiding the anxiety which is produced by disappro-

val. According to Sullivan, any theory that maintains that 

there is an essential nature is to be regarded as "the delu

sion of unique individuality ... 126 ~s we shall see later, 

Frctilm explicitly rejects this selfless view of ~an, insist-

ing that the basic cause of the siclGless of modern IT-an lies 

in his selflessness. r::an is sick tocay because he is so 

interested in becoming what others tell him to be that he 

simply does not know who he really is. 

This leads us to another point of difference. As do 

Adler and Homey, Sulli'VG1.n thin..1ts that the objective of 

man's lif'e is to establish security. l'::an strives to be 
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secure in a hostile world. This point is clearly indicated 

in his following three criteria for mental health: 

These are the need for personal security--that is, 
for freedom from anxiety, the need for intimacy-
that is, for collaboration with at least one other 
person, and the need for lustful satisfaction, 
which is co!mected wi;l/11 genital activity in pur
suit of the orgasm. 12 ( 

Fromm, on the other hand., thinlcs that when the purpose of 

life is identified with security, the power of man's freedom 

to transform society for the sa~e of his innate potentiali

ties . is bound to be ignored. This difference can be further 
, 

elaborated by examining Sullivan,' s concept of love. We have 

said that Sullivan defines love in an interpersonal context 

and that on this he and Fromm are in agreement. l~ey also 

agree that love is one's sensibility to the needs of another 

person. And yet, it is clear that what Sullivan means by 

love is essentially a pathological phenomenon in rrornrn's 

thought. Sullivan thinks that we must aclcno\'lledge the value 

of another person, not because man is intrinsically unique 

and supremely valuable, but because "we play according to 

the rules of the game to preserve our prestige and feeling 

of superiority and merit."128 It is for this reason that 

love is equated with intimacy inSullivan's thought. He 

explains as folloWSI 

127IQid., p. 264. 128 46 Ibid., p. 2 • 
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Intirr.2.cy ie that type af situation involiring two 
people which permits validation of all components 
of personal worth. Validation of personal worth 
requires a t~~e of relationship which I call col
laboration, by which I mean clearly formulated 
adjustments of one's behavior to the expressed 
needs of the other person in the pursuit of 
increasingly identical--that is, more and more 

, '1 ... · -'" t· d· 4-' . , near_"';:l r::UUla sa,,~S.Lac J.ons, an ID vne ma~n""Ce- r , 

nance of increasingly similar security operations. 1,: <;t 

Yet, for frorr.:n it is this kind of obsession with security 

tha t forces maIl to lose the sense ef identity and person-

hoed. In short, what Sullivall describes as love is for 

Fromm .harc.ly more than the experience of the alienated and 
, 

marlcetinc },::erscnality of modern man. 

Even our cursory examination of the thoughts of some 

01' Fromm's con1.:emporar'Y psycho2.l1alysts shows that his posi-

tion is deeply set in the post-Freudian psychoanal:y-sis that 

reGards mE.!: as a soci.al being, not an indeyendent, instinc-

tunl exister:ce. :Jut Fromm transcends his cclleaH,' _l?S by 

uei'ininc ~8.n·s goal as sorr:ething which is ether than the 

norr.:s of' OUr' present society. Instead of rr:at:ing -'~he goal of 

man confcrm to society, as we shall see later, he tries to 

do just the opposite: society is defined in tern:s of the 

productive potentiality of man. Herein lies Frorem's fervent 

plea for social transformation. 

129Ibid. 
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~~::::.vil1g examined the major sources of I"l""o.nm's doctrine 

of man, .... 'e are now ready to proceed "to examine the content 

of his doctrine of man. Cur examination will focus its 

attention on the following three issues: (1) the essential 

nature of man a.nd the problem of human existence; (2l !7lan's 

sickness and its symptoms; and (3) Promrn's proposed cure for 

the sickness of man. 

II. Fromm's concept of man 

A. The essential nature of man and the prob18ffi of human 

existence 

1. The essential nature of man 

As ~eward Hiltner points out, Fromm is convinced of 

the existence of the core of human nature, the essence which 

is common to all man.'I(ind.130 r::'oreover, Froem maintains that 

it is the task of "'the science of man' to arrive eventually 

at a correct description of what deserves to he called human 

nature ... 131 It is this conviction that led hir:: to question 

the dualistic self of Freud and the economic determinism of 

~~rx. In Fromm's estimation, neither Freud nor ifarx came to 

grips with the essential nature of man which is uniquely his 

own. Indeed, the discovery of the essential nature of man ia 

lJOSeward Hiltner, "Erich Fromm and Pastoral Psychol
ogy," Fastoral Fsychology, VI (September, 1955), 11. 

1J1ss, p. 13. 
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most urgent, becau~e, according to Fromm, without a firm 

understanding of it, any therapeutic attempt either on the 

individual or on society is destined to fail. 

Fromrn is well aware of the fact that from the physio

logical point of view, man is little different from the ani-

mal; but from the pSJ'chological point of view, man occupies 

a realm unique to himself. In order to speak of the essen-

tial nature of man, the basic core of man's humanness, Fromm 

maintains that he must take into account these two aspects 

of man: man in nature and man transcending nature. 

3y the former Fromm means that man's existence is 

just as precarious and cependent upon the contingencies of 

nature as any aniF~l existence certainly is. Physiologically 

speaking, man is a creature of nature. 

kan, in respect to his "body and his physiologi
cal function, belongs to the animal kingdom. • • • 
'l'he higher an anim2.l is in the scale of develop
ment, the more flexibility of action pattern and 
the less completeness of structural adjustment do 
we find at birth. • •• But great as the develop
ment within the animal kingdom is, certain basic 
elements of existence rema.in the ~nJne .132 

What are the certain basic elements of existence that remain 

the same? Though Frcmm nowhere spells them out in specific 

terms, he does imply at least two things. 'l"he first is the 

obvious fact that man is dependent upon nature for the source 

132 Ibid., p. 22. 
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and the maintenance of his minimum "physiological organiza

tion ... 133 ti:an did not will himself into being; he was born ,-

of nature and is sustained by it. :;. 

The second element of the fini tude of man is just as ~ 

obvious as man's dependence upon his natural environment for 

his existence, and that is the fact of death. Unlike animal, 

man is aware of o.eath; but just as any other animal, man is 

completely powerless in the face of death. "There is nothing 

for us to do," writes Fromm, "but to accept the fact of 

deathe,,134 
I 

Though man is physiologically defined as animal, he 

is by no means purely animal. Living in and limited by 

nature, ~~, at the same time, transcends nature. Therefore, 

man is an "anomaly" and 'the "freak of the universe ••• 135 ef 

what does his power of transcendence consist? Fromm's 

answer is clear: "felf-awareness, reason, and imagination 

disrupt the harmony which characterized animal existence.,,136 

Fromm further observes that the emergence of distinctive 

humanity coincides with man's break with nature. And once 

lJ5ss, p. 23. 

136~. Fromm at one point emphasizes self-awareness 
over reason and imagination, holding that manls "awareness of 
himself as the subject of his experience" lifts man out of 
nature into a new level of existence (ZBP, p. 98). 
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this breal~ has taken place, man can never return to the pre-

human stage again. " [,~an' s evolution is baeed on the fact 
/ 

that he hae lost his oriGinal ho:-;; e~ nature--anc that he C3.n 

. .. 1 '"'7 never return to It, can never become an cm~mal a e;a:..!!.t< ) 

This breal{ vlith nature, according to Fromm, really occurs 

when man's life ceases to be directed by instincts alone, 

when man acquires li':)eration from "instinctual determination 

of his actions.,,13 8 The emergence of man can be defined as 

occurinr: at the point v,here "instinctive adapta tion has 

reached its minimum ••. 139 As the preceding quotation shows, 
! 

in Fromm's way of thinking man's break with nature is purely 

accidental; it is a product of chance and therefore explain

able only in terms of natural evolution. 

At a certain point of animal evolution, there 
occurred a unique break, comparable to the first 
ern~rgence.of life{h5nd to the first emergence of 
an~mal ex~stence. . 

Thus far \'ve have examined ?romm t s analysis of the 

essential nature of man as both ir. and above nature. i;:an, 

in spite of the limitations forced upon him by his physio-

logical structure, transcends nature via self-consciousness, 

reason, and imagination. i'j;an in this sense is both limited 

and limitless at the same time. Fromm summarizes man's 

dialectical nature as follows: 

137ss, p. 25. 

139r,iH, p. 39. 

138~F, p. 32. 

140~<::: 23 >.- ,-. , p. • 
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The problem of man's existence, then, is unique 
in the whole of nature, he has fa.llen out of nature, 
as it were, and is still in itJ he is partly di~ine, 
partly animal; partly infinite, partly finite. 1 1 

70 

This dialectical character of man, however, does not embrace 

the whole of man's essential nature. "It is necessary," 

says Fromm, "to p.o beyond this description and to recognize 

that the very conflict in man demands a solution.,,142 Due 

to his dialectical nature, unlike animal, man can never rest 

in the given situation of a passive adaptation to nature. 

Having lost the pre-human unity with nature, he has become 

a wanderer. Every stage he reacHes leaves him discontented 

and perplexed, and this very perplexity urges him to move 

constantly towaJ:'d new solutions. 'I'hat is to say, ·'there is 

no innate 'drive for progress' in man, it is the contradic

tion in his existence that makes him proceed on the way he 

set out. ,,143 

It is this necessity to seek ever-new solutions that 

is the source of the passions and ar~ieties which man a10ne 

experiences. Even the most complete satisfaction of all his 

physical and instinctive needs does not solve his peculiarly 

human problem, for his most intensive passions and needs are 

rooted in his very existence. 

141Ibid., p. 25. 

143rm, p. 41. 
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